
	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MUSLIMS NEED TO BE WITH MUSLIMS 
 

Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakatuh, 
Auzu Billahi Minashaytanir Rajeem. Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem, 
Wassalatu Wassalamu ala Rasulina Muhammadin Sayyidul Awwalin wal Akhirin, 
Madad Ya Rasulallah, Madad Ya As’habi RasuLillah, Madad Ya Mashayikhina, 
Sheykh Abdullah Daghestani, Sheykh Nazim al-Haqqani. Dastur. 
Tariqatunas sohba, wal khayru fil jamiyya 
 

May Allah keep us on the right path, and may our efforts not go to waste. May Allah 
make us successful in being with good people, and Inshallah may we become successful. 
Because people do things thinking they have done something good, but they are things with 
a useless end. 

If speaking about worldly people, this applies a hundred percent, because their 
intentions from the start are not for Allah but for this world. They live in the world to take 
pleasure, to enjoy, so their name would rise, and so they could get famous. Allah Azza wa 
Jalla says, “What they do is void in the end. It is useless, it has no benefit, and their end is 
bad.” This is for worldly people. 

Muslims will do for Allah, will not cause people pain, and will not be traitorous. 
Those in Islamic countries, Muslim countries, who are on the path of Allah (JJ) and our 
Holy Prophet (SAW), even if by name, are on that path. They need to serve him and pray 
for him so it gets better. Those who do harm or follow someone who does harm need to 
repent and turn back from that path, because all their efforts are empty, useless, and 
harmful. 

Our Holy Prophet (SAW) says, “A Muslim is the brother of a Muslim.” A Muslim 
does not oppress a Muslim. It is not alright if you say, “I am from such community (jamaat). 
Muslims need to serve me, help me, and follow me.” Muslims, everyone can go on the way 
they want, but in the end they need to follow our Holy Prophet (SAW) and do as he says. 
Otherwise, they would work all their lives thinking they achieved something, whereas what 
they have done is useless and most of the time harmful. 

Work needs to be done accordingly on time. Like our clever brothers here. We have 
a popular stove here. They light it on hot days and make us sweat, and do not light it on 
cold days. We said this as an example. Their works are like that too. They do useless works 
in times of no need, and in times of need they do nothing, they are silent, and they do not 
oppose anyone. 



	

 

 

 

 

 

Muslims lived under oppression for years and they did not say anything. Now, thank 
Allah Muslims are walking around as they like. Now, those ones pretend to be lions with 
all they have got. Still, there are people fooled by them. We are telling them to turn back 
from that way and be together with Muslims. “A Muslim with a Muslim is like a solid wall,” 
says our Holy Prophet (SAW). Do not be with unbelievers (kafirs)! Your end will be bad if 
you are with kafirs! 

May Allah give sense and intelligence to Muslims and people on that path. May their 
eyes open already, because this cannot be interpreted any other way. It is clear now. The 
whole world is against Muslims, so Muslims need to be with Muslims. May Allah protect 
us. May Allah give us all sense and intelligence Inshallah. 

Fatiha. 
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